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Abstract
To expand the breadth and depth of Guizhou agricultural insurance services, improve the agricultural insurance service system construction at the grass-roots level is an effective measure to solve the problem of the current agricultural development in Guizhou, based on the analysis of the current problems existing in the agricultural insurance, and specific Suggestions to consummate the solution of the agricultural insurance service system construction at the grass-roots level in Guizhou.
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1. preface

Guizhou province has a Special geography, and climate environment, this lead the agricultural natural disasters are frequent, after the agricultural natural disaster, how to safeguard farmers' life and to ensure agricultural production continue has become a concern of the government and the social from all walks of life. Agricultural insurance can not only effectively disperse risk of agricultural production and living, but also after the disaster in a timely manner to the affected farmers economic compensation, so how to establish and perfect the grass-roots of agricultural insurance service network, improve the government and experts in the insurance depth and insurance density has become the focus of attention. Agricultural insurance primary service network is not only an important carrier of agricultural insurance social management function, but also the basis for realizing rational allocation of agricultural resources and effective dispersion of agricultural disaster risk.

2. The basic status of the basic service system of agricultural insurance in Guizhou province.

Guizhou province's unique geography, climate, environment not only led to natural disasters, have also led to the entire province insurance service system is not sound, cannot effectively to assist the government and farmers scattered agricultural risk. At present, the basic status of agricultural insurance in Guizhou province is: firstly, agricultural insurance products are single and narrow, which cannot effectively meet the needs of farmers. Second, the development of agricultural insurance work, underwriting, nuclear protection, investigation, claims and other processes lack scientific institutional support; Third, there is insufficient publicity for agricultural risk and agricultural insurance, farmers lack risk prevention awareness, and farmers have insufficient effective demand for agricultural insurance. Four is a slow development of agricultural insurance, grassroots service network is not sound, the survey fee when service personnel professional knowledge is not enough, agricultural insurance business institutions and government departments lack of linkage mechanism, the power and responsibility is unknown.

3. The difficulties faced in the construction of the basic service system of agricultural insurance in Guizhou province

3.1. Agricultural insurance operation main body is single, danger is planted less

Guizhou belong to the more frequent natural disasters area, farmers income is
not high, lead to farmers low effective demand for agricultural insurance, agricultural insurance business institutions cannot cover a sufficient number of insurance mark, does not build strong the management risk of the insurance funds to diversify its face, therefore agricultural insurance operators to single. The production cycle length and the high risk of agricultural production have resulted in the low number of agricultural insurance products that guizhou province actually operates in the whole province. Natural disasters in guizhou province, the agricultural insurance to launch new products early loss ratio is high and most of the rural surplus labor transfer in to town farmers engaged in agricultural sex production amount have weakened the insurance company for agricultural insurance innovation enthusiasm.

3.2. There is a lack of linkage mechanism in the basic service system of agricultural insurance

Agricultural insurance service system construction needs to departments at the grass-roots level of cooperation can be established, but currently existing in Guizhou agricultural insurance service system at the grass-roots level in institutions did not form a reasonable and effective linkage mechanism between individual department to understand the scope of its responsibilities is not clear. Mainly embodied in the following aspects: first, although set up agricultural insurance working group, but because of the lack of enough authority and effective system arrangement, lead to agricultural insurance group useless; Secondly, due to the changes of government departments and staff, the measures that have been enacted have been discontinued; Third, the division of responsibilities of various departments is unclear, in the actual implementation of the agricultural insurance work to shift away from each other, the work efficiency is greatly reduced. Therefore, how to develop a scientific and reasonable linkage mechanism is the problem that the development of agricultural insurance in guizhou province must face, and also the problem that must be solved to establish and improve the basic service system.

3.3. Insufficient number of basic service providers

The insurance offices and sales department by the end of 2015 in guizhou province in 385, far cannot satisfy the agricultural demand for insurance services, but the number and quality of agricultural insurance to the employees knowledge high demand, farmers lack of insurance knowledge, seasonal agricultural production and agricultural management, such as small scale and decentralized work determines to carry out the agricultural insurance is a
complicated and difficult task, therefore the Guizhou Province insurance business departments and offices far cannot satisfy the needs of development of agricultural insurance. So set up a situation that is known as the rural grass-roots, and have special knowledge of agricultural insurance services team, build a matching grassroots service network to provide support for agricultural insurance work become necessary.

4. Study on the countermeasures for the construction of agricultural insurance base service system in Guizhou province

4.1. To enhance the innovation of dangerous types and business models

Regions on the basis of successful experience at home and abroad for reference, through field research, combined with their own actual situation, on the basis of the traditional agricultural insurance business model, in view of the farmers demand innovation of insurance products for the farmers to purchase ability and production. In addition, different insurance rates are determined according to the frequency and loss of different natural disasters in each region, and the risk of diversification is distributed to solve the problem of high loss rate.

4.2. The relevant departments have established a linkage mechanism to clarify responsibilities and promote cooperation

Basic-level governments at all levels is an important participant of agricultural insurance service system at the grass-roots level, so the grass-roots government should and underwriting insurance institutions to establish linkage mechanism of agricultural insurance, common improve agricultural insurance service system at the grass-roots level: first, the basic people's government should play the role of commanding the whole situation, establish and improve various departments of cooperation and information sharing system; Second, the insurance bureau and other units should supervise and guide the agricultural insurance work in the process of agricultural insurance work in the primary service units, and maintain the orderly operation of agricultural insurance. Finally, the departments clearly define the limits of their rights and responsibilities and ensure that all levels of government departments have to clear their respective insurance responsibilities and obligations with agricultural insurance operators.

4.3. Improve the basic service network of rural insurance
First of all, the provincial government should encourage local governments at all levels according to the condition of local agricultural insurance work, can be appropriately increased to arrange some special agricultural insurance work, promotion of agricultural insurance on a regular basis, increase publicity of agriculture insurance, to support agricultural insurance can better and faster development in Guizhou; Second, the local government should through the regular training of insurance professionals and random inspection methods such as support for agricultural insurance business institutions set up and improve the grass-roots service network, for the majority of farmers to provide more quality services; Thirdly, the insurance companies that carry out agricultural insurance should also establish cooperative relations with grassroots agricultural technology promotion departments, seek professional technical support and reduce risks in agricultural insurance. Finally, the agricultural insurance institutions strengthen the enterprise culture construction of the three farmers, enhance the social responsibility of enterprises, and pay attention to the selection and training of grass-roots staff.
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